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ABSTRACT
ASSESSMENT OF CORN STOVER TORREFACTION FOR ON-FARM BIOCHAR
PRODUCTION
Christina Gerometta
2014
Torrefaction is a thermochemical pretreatment process that is typically achieved
by slowly heating biomass (<50°C/min) within the temperature range of 200 – 300°C
under an inert atmosphere. This process yields a storable solid product with enhanced
fuel characteristics that are influenced by the ligno-cellulosic composition of the original
feedstock and the imposed torrefaction conditions (time and temperature). This study is
an assessment of corn stover properties that are relevant for designing an on-farm
torrefaction system. The first portion of this study compared the thermal decomposition
behaviors of corn stover fractions (leaf, stalk, cob) to the respective ligno-cellulosic
composition using thermo-gravimetric analysis. It was found that the thermal
decomposition pattern correlates to the structure and ratio of ligno-cellulosic polymers
and provides design guidelines for an on-farm torrefaction system capable of handling
large quantities of mixed fraction stover. The second part of this study investigated the
effects of torrefaction time and temperature on the mass and energy yield of mixed
fraction corn stover using a 46.3 L batch style reactor. It was found that longer reaction
times and higher temperatures were required to obtain mass and energy yields similar to
those found using lab-scale reactors and finely milled samples. Non-uniform torrefaction
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occurred between fractions due to chemical composition of each fraction and proximity
to the heating elements.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
There is a finite amount of fossil fuels available to meet the increasing global
demand for energy, which is expected to increase 56% from 2008 to 2040 [1]. Fossil
fuels currently meet 78% of this demand, while renewable alternatives accounted for
merely 10% of the total primary energy consumption in the United States, as illustrated
by Figure 1 [2]. The percent contribution of fossil fuels to energy consumption is not
expected to increase despite the increasing energy demand, mainly due to the projected
increase in renewable energy consumption, and advancement in fossil fuel extraction
technologies. However, the quantity and price of imported fossil fuels required to meet

Figure 1. Total primary energy consumption in the U.S. by source, 2013 [2].

the energy demand in the U.S. have the ability to destabilize our economy and decrease
energy security [3]. CO2 emissions from burning fossil fuels adversely affect the quality
of our environment, mainly due to coal consumption, which is expected to increase
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approximately 7% by 2040. As a consequence of this expected energy demand increase,
engineers, scientists, and policy makers are searching for sustainable energy alternatives
to diversify our energy supply. In turn, this will strengthen our nation’s energy security,
environmental quality, and economic vitality.
Sustainable energy alternatives represent a diverse array of platforms such as
wind, hydroelectric, solar, geothermal, and biomass (bio-renewables), which aid in
diversifying our energy supply. Among these platforms, biomass is the largest contributor
to sustainable energy consumption, 4.6% of the total current U.S. energy consumption,
while other sustainable sources combined account for merely 4.8% of this total [4].
Moreover, biomass is currently the only renewable resource for the production of biofuels (grain-ethanol and bio-diesel). The demand for bio-fuels and bio-renewables is only
expected to increase due to increasing energy demands and the Energy Independence and
Security Act of 2007 (EISA 2007), mandating the production of 36 billion gallons per
year (BGY) of bio-fuels by 2022 [5]. However, competition with food production and
cropland utilization creates public concern with the production of grain-derived fuels. For
this, the EISA 2007 incorporates a revision to the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS),
allocating 14 BGY to non-food sources, such as ligno-cellulosic biomass. Figure 2
illustrates the provisions of EISA 2007 and the revised RFS.
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Figure 2. Provision contained in the EISA 2007 and the revision to the RFS [4].

In addition, there are several environmental and economic advantages associated
with the utilization of ligno-cellulosic biomass. The carbon neutral nature, low
sustainability risks, and localized supply are characteristics that make it an attractive
solution to reducing fossil fuel consumption. Biomass is considered carbon neutral on the
principle that the carbon dioxide released during combustion is already part of the carbon
cycle. The immediate availability and localized supply of biomass are characteristics that
support economic growth and low sustainability risks. Furthermore, studies show that
expanding the role of ligno-cellulosic fuels and products will reduce imports of fossil
fuels and support agricultural and economic growth [3, 6]. A report on the geographical
distribution of biomass availability, produced by NREL, shows that there is an estimated
423-billion tons of biomass available in the United States, with agricultural residues
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being the most abundant [7]. Therefore, the increased utilization of biomass can help
meet goals established in the EISA 2007 and RFS revision, reduce the negative impact of
CO2 on the environment [8], and strength our nation’s economy and energy security.
Corn stover (non-grain portion of the corn plant) in particular, is the single largest
source of agricultural residue, accounting for 70% of the average annual tonnage for all
crop residues [4]. In addition to its abundant supply, there are added benefits in its
removal from cornfields. In Northern regions of the United States, for example, a portion
of the corn stover must be removed in order for the soil to warm in the spring for
planting. Also, the stover is slow to decompose in these states, and therefore many
farmers must till the stover to reduce ground cover [9]. However, the specific amount of
sustainably available corn stover that can be collected for biofuels and bio-products
varies by location and depends on farming practices and residue retention requirements
for a particular region. The ligno-cellulosic composition of corn stover allows it to be
utilized as a feedstock for the production of corn ethanol or power generation and could
potentially play an important role in meeting the requirements of the RFS and increasing
energy demands.
There are several challenges in large-scale torrefaction of raw unprocessed
biomass that limit its ease of use in the current energy production infrastructure. The high
moisture content, fibrous nature, susceptibility of microbial degradation, high oxygen
content, heterogeneity, and low bulk density - characteristics typically associated with
biomass - complicates its utilization and adversely affects supply chain economics of bioenergy production. Transportation, storage, and down-stream processing of raw biomass
are energy intensive and expensive. Furthermore, in biomass-coal co-firing applications,
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a difference in thermal decomposition behavior of the solids may hinder performance
efficiency. Thermal decomposition of solid fuel sources is directly related to the chemical
composition of the source [10].
Studies show that the physical and chemical properties of biomass are significantly
improved after a thermochemical process called torrefaction [11, 12, 13]. Traditionally,
torrefaction is considered a pre-processing technology used for upgrading biomass, that
aims to enhance the fuel characteristics, and reduce costs associated with storage,
transportation, and downstream processing. Torrefaction is typically carried out at
temperatures in the range of 200 – 300°C, in an inert atmosphere, with a heating rate less
than 50°C/min. These conditions cause an increase in the hydrophobicity, energy density,
homogeneity, and brittleness of biomass, yielding a higher quality solid fuel source that
can be stored for future utilization. [14, 15].
Research has been conducted on the viability of this process using woody biomass
[13, 15, 16, 17] and to a lesser extent, other forms of biomass [11, 18, 19] in a TGA or
small-scale reactor. Most of these studies investigate the effects of temperature and time
on the quality of the solid product [11, 18, 20, 21, 22] and the composition of the biogas
formed as a byproduct. These studies also determine the viability of using the torrefied
products to co-fire with coal [23, 24, 25], or as a pre-treatment for other thermochemical
processes [26, 27, 28, 29]. Although there are many advantages to treating biomass with a
torrefaction process, challenges do arise. Controversies on the carbon emissions and
sustainability of biomass create challenges in moving forward [30]. Challenges also arise
from lack of investment capital and the inability to produce data on a large enough scale
to prove that a product is reliable and efficient.
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1.2 Research Objectives
This study hypothesizes that both reactor residence time and temperature will play a
critical role in the energy content of torrefied corn stover and the overall mass yield
resulting from torrefaction. Reactions will be longer and temperatures will be slightly
higher than the results of previous studies, which utilized very small particle sizes and/or
small sample sizes, to accommodate for the larger material sizes and 0.5 kg batch sizes
used in these experiments. The three factors that are expected to have the largest effect on
the quality of the end product are the operating parameters (residence time and reaction
temperature), the heating rate, and the physical and chemical properties of the original
feedstock.
The objective of this study is to gain a fundamental understanding of the torrefaction
process in a 46.3 L reactor by investigating the effects of time and temperature on the
resulting mass and energy yield. Thermo-gravimetric and elemental analysis was
performed to assess the thermal behavior and composition of the initial corn stover
feedstock (on a micro-scale) and the results were used to design the testing matrix for
torrefaction experiments performed in this study. The present work evaluates the energy
yield of torrefied biomass, at varying residence times and torrefaction temperatures, to
determine optimum design conditions for on-farm applications (conditions vary
depending on end-use of products).
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1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is the general
introduction, providing the motivation behind this research, description of the objectives,
and a detailed outline of thesis organization. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive
literature review of ligno-cellulosic biomass, the torrefaction process, and previous
research done in this field. The following two chapters (Chapter 3,4) are separate studies
done to achieve each goal outlined in the objectives. The first study (Chapter 3) contains
analysis of the raw corn stover components, including elemental composition, proximate
analysis, energy content, and moisture content. Chapter 4 provides an understanding of
the effects of time and temperature on the thermal degradation behaviors of corn stover.
The effects of each temperature zone are investigated through analyzing the temperature
profile of each experiment and comparing the reaction time in each zone to the resulting
mass and energy yields. Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions and offers
recommendations for future work in the field.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1 Biomass as an Energy Source
Historically, biomass was incinerated for the production of heat and electricity;
however, advances in technology provide a wider range of pathways for conversion to
bio-renewable energy, bio-chemicals, and bio-products. Recently, biomass has gained
interest due to its role in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and other air
pollutants, waste reduction, economic development, energy cost savings, and energy
source security [31]. According to the 2005 Billion Ton Study, and the 2011 revision, the
United States land resources are capable of producing over one billion dry tons of
biomass feedstock per year by 2022, which is sufficient to displace 30% or more of the
country’s present petroleum consumption, and still meet food, feed, and export demands
[4]. Currently, biomass accounts for slightly more than 4% of total U.S. primary energy
consumption [2], and this percentage is expected to rise due to recent legislation.
Biomass is considered a suitable source for renewable energy production due to
its organic nature, carbon stability, and abundant supply. It is currently the largest biorenewable resource and the only renewable source of liquid transportation fuel [6]. The
most effective application of biomass as an energy source depends on its geographical
origin and source, making classification an important role when considering application
and conversion process. The origin is important when considering the availability of the
biomass source, while classification by source gives insight on the composition and ideal
conversion process. This allows for a complete assessment of biomass energy production
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processes in terms of supply chain economics and optimum reactor designs. There are
three key factors when considering biomass for bio-energy production:


Evaluating the availability,



Economics of collection, storage, and transportation, and



Evaluating available technology for conversion.

2.1.1 Classification and Availability of Biomass
The utilization of biomass as an energy source depends mainly on the availability of
sustainable resources in a particular region. The feedstock composition determines the
climate required for the productivity of a particular biomass source. Therefore,
classifying biomass by source and geographical origin distinguishes the important fuel
characteristics, availability, and potential applications of each biomass feedstock based
on geographic location.
The most sustainable biomass resource has the largest available quantity in the
location of the bio-energy production site. The 2005 Billion Ton Vision attempts to map
the amount of available biomass resources classified by geographical origin and
feedstock source [6]. An update to this study defines a clear distinction between currently
used biomass resources (mostly dedicated energy crops like corn grain and soybeans,
pulping liquors, mill residues, and fuel wood) and the availability of potential, unused
resources. The potential feedstocks can provide additional energy to meet the
requirements of 16 BGY of cellulosic biofuels and 14 BGY of advanced biofuels, set by
the EISA 2007 and RFS [4].
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In terms of renewable energy applications, biomass is classified as either dedicated
energy crops or residues. Figure 3 illustrates the classification of biomass resources.
Dedicated energy crops are grown specifically for their utilization in energy conversion
processes in ways that do not displace food production. They provide a source for the
production of renewable energy, chemicals, and materials due to their composition of
sugars, lipids, proteins, and fibers [32]. These crops are often referred to as cellulosic
biomass and are further classified into herbaceous and short-rotation wood crops. Shortrotation wood crops are subdivided into softwood and hardwood, each providing different
benefits that must be considered when determining the desired products and conversion
process. Hardwoods contain less ash than softwoods, but they also contain less carbon,
have a lower energy density, and have less availability as residues. Herbaceous energy
crops are divided into perennials (3 – 10 year cycle) and annuals, with perennials being
the preferred resource. In general, energy crops with a larger fraction of fibrous material
(ligno-cellulose) contain the highest calorific value, making it advantageous to maximize
the yield of this plant fraction for the production of energy and fuels [32].
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Figure 3. Classification of biomass feedstocks.
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Fuel wood (dedicated energy crop) produces usable heat for the residential,
commercial, and power in the electric utility sector. This accounted for 30% of the
current consumption of woody biomass and 20% of the total U.S. biomass energy
consumption [4]. Approximately 65% of biomass consumed in 2010 was from forest
crops [4]. The main herbaceous dedicated energy crops in the U.S. are used for
transportation fuels such as ethanol from corn grain and biodiesel from soybeans. Corn
ethanol production uses 35% of the total U.S. corn grain crop produced in 2009 [4].
Therefore, dedicated energy crops have low availability in terms of potential unused
resources.
In contrast, residues or wastes are an abundant unused potential resource for the
production of bio-energy and bio-products. They are low cost biomass resources in that
they are formed as a result of other essential processes, mainly derived from agricultural,
manufacturing, and household practices. Residues are typically cellulosic in nature and
include agricultural residues derived from both crops and livestock, and forest residues,
which result from milling and processing of woody biomass. Wastes are different from
residues in that they store usable methane that is released upon contact with microbial
populations that enable the breakdown of enzymes. Waste materials typically include
food residues, paper, plastic bottles and containers, frying grease, organic solutions and
suspensions, low-grade meat, vegetables, and fruits.
In 2009, there were 87 million dry tons of forest processing residue produced, 75% of
which was used for fuel, and 23% for other low value products [4]. This leaves slightly
less than 2% of the total forest residue available for potential energy production. Crop
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residue has a more promising potential as a sustainable feedstock for energy production,
especially in the Midwest region of the U.S. According to the 2005 Billion-Ton Vision,
corn stover is the largest single source of agricultural residue in the U.S., accounting for
approximately 70% of the total amount of residues available (~350 million dry tons) for
sustainable energy production. The amount of available residue refers to the biomass
feedstock that is available after subtracting the amount required to meet food, feed, and
export requirements, as well as sustainable removal from fields, tillage practices, and
collection efficiency [4].
The utilization of crop residues in conversion processes provides a low cost pathway
for converting low value waste products to usable energy sources. The ligno-cellulosic
nature of crop residue allows for a variety of potential conversion methods, each resulting
in different usable bio-products.
2.1.2 Ligno-cellulosic Biomass
Crop residue is ligno-cellulosic in nature, which is an advantage and a drawback in
terms of the economics and feasibility of the bio-energy supply chain. Although residues
are lower in cost, they have a lower calorific value than dedicated energy crops and cause
issues when used in existing energy production systems. The variability of properties,
compositional complexity, and low bulk density are disadvantages associated with
utilization of biomass [18, 32]. In order to understand the torrefaction process, the
composition and thermal decomposition behaviors of ligno-cellulosic biomass are
investigated. Biomass feedstocks are a composite of three categories of organic polymers
– cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin – as well as some inorganic matter and low
molecular weight extractable organic compounds [33]. Each category of polymers
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represents a vast number of individual polymers with common features important for
describing thermal decomposition behaviors. Generally, the inorganic matter constitutes
less than 10 % wt. of the biomass material, and forms ash when thermo-chemically
treated [34]. Each of the three types of polymers has a specific temperature range at
which it becomes more susceptible to thermal degradation [33, 35]. The quantity and
location of low molecular weight organic compounds in the feedstock determine the
devolatilization behavior of the biomass [34].
Figure 4 depicts the arrangement of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin within the
biomass cell wall. Cellulose crystallites (chains of cellulose) are bundled together by
hemicelluloses and enclosed in a matrix of both hemicellulose and lignin [36]. The ratio

Figure 4. Arrangement of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin within the biomass matrix
[34, 101, 102].

of these polymers depends on the plant species, nutrient availability, and exposure to
environmental conditions during plant growth [37]. In general, biomass consists of 18 –
35 wt. % lignin and 65 – 75 wt. % cellulosic material (cellulose and hemicellulose) [34].
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Cellulose is a polysaccharide because it is built from glucose monomers. It typically
accounts for 30 – 50% of the plant on a dry basis (30% of herbaceous plants and 40-50%
of wood) [39]. Cellulose molecules form long un-branched chains that lie close together
forming crystalline structures. Due to the inability to form branches, cellulose’s polar
OH- and H+ groups form strong hydrogen bonds with the matrix substances, giving
biomass its fibrous nature [33]. This structure is also responsible for the low chemical
reactivity, high tensile strength, and resistance to thermal depolymerization compared to
that of unstructured hemicelluloses [34]. Degradation of cellulose begins in the
temperature range of 240 – 350°C, forming anhydrous cellulose and levoglucosan [40].
Plant species are composed of approximately 15-35% of hemicellulose
polysaccharides on a dry basis and the location and type of hemicellulose differs by plant
species. The highly branched and disorganized structure of hemicellulose inhibits its
ability to form hydrogen bonds between other hemicellulose chains resulting in
amorphous regions (regions that lack molecular positional order) that provide the matrix
for cellulose fibrils [41]. Hemicellulose is more susceptible to thermal degradation
compared to cellulose due to differences in structure and the low degree of
polymerization of hemicellulose (about 200). Also, free water is held within the plant’s
amorphous regions and when heated rapidly steam is created that can rupture the
cellulose structure [34].
Within the biomass matrix, lignin fills the spaces between cellulose, hemicellulose
and pectin. It is covalently bonded to hemicellulose and cross-links different plant
polysaccharides giving mechanical strength to the cell wall. Lignin is relatively
hydrophobic in nature, whereas cellulose and hemicellulose lack this trait.
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Depolymerization of lignin occurs in the temperature range of 280 – 500°C and breaks
down into phenols. This polysaccharide is not easily dehydrated, thus produces more char
than hemicellulose and cellulose.
The composition of biomass feedstock is an important consideration in the
development and utilization of conversion techniques. Corn stover in particular contains
34-41% cellulose, 19-26% hemicellulose, and 18-23% lignin, depending on the
component (stalks, leaves, cobs) [42]. Thermal behavior of these fibrous components
provides information on the kinetics, optimum reactor design, and operation parameters
required for torrefaction. Depending on the available biomass resource, its chemical
composition, and fuel characteristics, the most effective conversion method is chosen.

2.2 Biomass Conversion Technologies
Biomass feedstocks vary in their composition and fuel characteristics, and thus
vary in considerations for conversion type and application (utilization). There are three
main pathways for biomass energy conversion: physico-chemical, bio-chemical, and
thermo-chemical. Figure 5 illustrates the main biomass to energy conversion platforms
and the type of biomass typically used for each process. Most of the research done within
this field relates to fuel alternatives for internal combustion engines, such as formation of
bio-fuels through bio-chemical (fermentation) and physico-chemical (esterification)
technologies [26].
Physico-chemical conversion is the simplest method for the production of bio-fuels
[43]. Biodiesel produced from the trans-esterification of fats and oils in the presence of a
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base or catalyst is one example of physico-chemical conversion. There are two important
bio-chemical processes, anaerobic digestion for methane based biogas production and
fermentation for ethanol production. Methane based biogas is formed when anaerobic
microbes come in contact with starchy or cellulosic biomass [44]. Ethanol fermentation
is typically used for converting sugar, starch, or cellulosic derived biomass to ethanol.
Recently, thermo-chemical and bio-chemical conversions have been used in conjunction
to convert cellulosic biomass to ethanol [43].
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Figure 5. Biomass to bioenergy conversion platforms [47].
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Recently, biomass has gained interest due to the wide array of thermo-chemical
conversion pathways available for the production of electricity and heat. Thermochemical processes aim to break down ligno-cellulosic biomass into smaller compounds
for direct utilization or to increase the ease of upgrading into value added products. This
thesis focuses on the thermo-chemical conversion of biomass, due to the ligno-cellulosic
nature of corn stover.
2.2.1 Thermochemical Conversion Technologies
In its solid form, biomass can be directly combusted for electricity generation or
thermal applications. Combustion is the conversion of solid fuel to thermal energy
through complete oxidation of the organic matter present in the original solid fuel source
[45]. The solid remaining after combustion (ash) consists of non-oxidized inorganic
matter that can cause operation issues in the reactors if not properly maintained. Woody
biomass has lower ash content than other biomass resources, making it the more
appealing resource for combustion applications. Biomass combustion is said to be
unstable due to non-homogeneous temperatures within the biomass particles that result
from heterogeneous chemical composition and particles size of the biomass feedstock
[26].
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), simultaneous
generation of both power and heat through combined heat and power applications, also
known as cogeneration, is the most efficient and effective [31]. Co-firing utilizes the
technology of cogeneration with a mixture of biomass and coal. Research objectives for
co-firing biomass with coal focused on assessing the qualities of biomass that would
provide a more economic and efficient power generation process [27, 28, 46]. The major
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drawback of co-firing is the higher reactivity of biomass compared to coal, which creates
non-homogeneous combustion and uncertainty in the quality of end products.
The production of gaseous and liquid fuels from biomass is often achieved by
conversion technologies such as pyrolysis and gasification, the fundamental building
blocks of all thermo-chemical technologies. The various thermochemical conversion
pathways and their products are outlined in Figure 6. The green dashed lines indicate
circumstances where the gas yield can be recycled to subsidize the required input energy
for a particular process. The red dashed lines from combustion and gasification indicate
undesirable products such as greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) and solid ash. Table 1
defines the operation parameters and typical mass and energy balances for each of the
main thermo-chemical conversion processes.

Figure 6. Pathway of biomass feedstock through the main thermo-chemical conversion
pathways (modified from [43, 47]).
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Table 1. Comparison of operating conditions for the main thermo-chemical conversion platforms.

2.2.2 Pyrolysis
Historically, the ancient Egyptians used a form of pyrolysis to produce tar for
caulking boats and embalming agents. Pyrolysis has also been used for the past 38,000
years as a charcoal producing technology [43]. It was not until the 1980’s that fast
pyrolysis was discovered as a pathway for producing petroleum like products from
biomass. The recent interest in pyrolysis is attributed to the diverse array of products
(char, bio-oil, fuel gas) and its fundamental role in the reaction kinetics of all thermochemical processes [55]. In general, pyrolysis is classified by operating conditions
(temperature, time, heating rate, and particle size) into three categories: conventional
(slow), fast, and flash pyrolysis. The operating conditions have a significant effect on the
distribution of the three product fractions (gas, liquid, solid). Table 1 defines the
operating conditions for each form of pyrolysis.
Conventional pyrolysis, also known as slow pyrolysis, is the oldest form of
pyrolysis, and results in a solid charcoal product. Low heating rates and long reaction
times in the pyrolysis environment maximize the solid char formation. It is important that
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vapor residence time is at a minimum to avoid secondary reactions between the steam
and porous char formed inside the reactor. This is an attractive conversion application
due to the feasibility of using large biomass particle sizes, which eliminates the need for
energy intensive pre-processing techniques. In addition, carbonization is a wellestablished technique for producing a low-cost solid fuel that is easier to transport,
produces less smoke during combustion, and provides a high quality fuel source for
gasification [55].
The discovery of fast pyrolysis shifted focus towards maximizing liquid product
(bio-oil) yield to create transportation fuels. Bio-oil is used as fuel for boilers, diesel
engines, and gas turbines used for heat and electricity generation [56]. When biomass is
heated rapidly to extreme temperatures in the absence of oxygen, a form of pyrolysis
occurs producing mostly high oxygen content bio-oil, some combustible gases and solid
bio-char (with >2% carbon) [43]. The high reaction rates involved with fast and flash
pyrolysis minimize char formation, therefore, maximize liquid yield. A high rate of heat
transfer is essential for this process to occur quickly; therefore, finely ground particles of
biomass feed are required.
Fast pyrolysis is achieved by rapid heating to moderate temperatures (577 –
977°C) and immediate quenching of the intermediate liquid products to avoid permanent
gas forming reactions. Under these conditions a typical distribution of products is 6075% bio-oil, 15-25% solid char, and 10-20% permanent gases, depending on feedstock
[40]. Flash pyrolysis also aims to maximize liquid yield, but at a higher operating
temperature range (777 – 1027°C). Also, flash pyrolysis differs slightly from fast
pyrolysis in that the vapors produced during the process are removed from the reaction
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environment within seconds to milliseconds upon formation. The major drawback to
flash pyrolysis is the production of pyrolytic water that has negative effects on the energy
properties of the bio-oil [57].
2.2.3 Gasification
From the middle of the 17th century through the early 1900’s, syngas produced
from the gasification process provided early towns with heating and lighting. It was not
until the discovery and implementation of readily available natural gas that the use of this
process significantly declined. It gained interest again in Europe during World War II due
to the suppressed supply of petroleum, and was utilized for the production of
transportation fuels. In the 1970’s the United States faced its own energy crisis leading to
the development of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle power plants, many of
which are still in use today.
Gasification is a thermochemical process that converts solid organic material into
a combustible gas, known as synthetic gas, syngas, or producer gas. Syngas forms from
the sequence of drying, pyrolysis, oxidation, and char gasification [58]. Char gasification
proceeds when solid feedstock is heated to extreme temperatures (800 – 1300°C) in an
oxidant-free or limited oxidant environment [59]. Partial oxidation occurs as a result of
these process conditions and char, water, and some condensable liquids are formed as
byproducts. The energy rich species of the syngas are known to be H2, CO, and CH4,
resulting in a combined higher heating value of approximately 5800 kJ/Nm3 on a dry
basis (for woody biomass) [55]. The exact composition of the gas varies depending
mainly on the feedstock composition, gasification process, and type of oxidant (typically
steam, oxygen, air, or a combination of these species) [58].
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The initial stages of gasification include the decomposition of cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin resulting in the formation of char and volatiles. The char
formed in these initial stages then undergoes gasification and other equilibrium reactions.
The reactivity of this char in the gasification stage depends heavily on the ash content,
composition of original feedstock, and operating conditions under which this char was
formed. Tar is also a by-product of gasification, one of the major drawbacks to the
utilization of this process. However, there are several benefits associated with
gasification and its ability to produce biomass based transportation fuels. Fischer-Tropsch
Synthesis is capable of reforming the syngas produced during biomass gasification to
liquid hydrocarbon fuels used in internal combustion engines [58].
Generally, gasification reactors are fixed bed or fluidized bed type reactors. The
simplest form is the fixed bed gasifier, which is divided into three sub-categories:
downdraft, up draft, and cross draft. Biomass is fed into the top of the reactor in all three
designs. The main difference between them is the point of entrance and exit for air and
syngas, respectively. In a downdraft system, air enters at the midpoint of the reactor
(pyrolysis zone) and the syngas exits at the bottom (ash zone) due to downward flow
within the reactor. This design allows for production of a low tar syngas most suitable for
power generation. An updraft system utilizes the same vertical flow method, however, air
is introduced at the bottom (ash zone) and the syngas is drawn off the top of the reactor
due to upward flow of air. This type of reactor produces more tar, which creates problems
for utilization in engine applications, but suitable for thermal applications. Cross draft
gasifiers use a horizontal flow method, relatively higher temperatures, and shorter
residence times, resulting in a syngas with high carbon monoxide, but low hydrogen and
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methane content. Fluidized bed gasifiers differ in that the biomass is introduced at the
bottom of the reactor after it reaching a sufficient temperature, which results in a rapid
increase in particle temperature. The advantage of fluidized beds in comparison to fixed
bed designs is that a uniform temperature distribution is achievable. A high velocity fluid
medium (air, oxygen, or steam) is forced into the system at the bottom and flows upward
through the packed bed of solid particles, which increases the rate of heat transfer.
2.2.4 Challenges in Large-Scale Biomass Energy Conversion
Despite the numerous benefits and advantages associated with the utilization of
biomass as an energy source, there are still several challenges that arise. The quality and
consistency of biomass-derived fuels vary significantly compared to fossil fuels. Also,
existing energy production infrastructure favors fossil fuel sources due to longevity of
their presence in this field. Some optimizations have been researched and published, but a
variation in composition between feedstocks creates further issues. Characteristics such
as high moisture content, low bulk density, and hygroscopic nature have adverse effects
on bio-energy production economics. The high moisture content and low bulk density
causes cost increases for transportation, storage, and pre-processing techniques such as
grinding and pelletizing.
2.2.5 Torrefaction
Torrefaction, also known as mild pyrolysis, roasting, or high-temperature drying,
is a relatively recent thermo-chemical technology in the bio-renewables field. The aim of
torrefaction is to upgrade the fuel characteristics of biomass such that it can be cocombusted with coal or pelletized and stored with little to no microbial degradation [16,
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52]. Dry torrefaction is the accepted method for commercialization [38], but research on
wet torrefaction using hot compressed water has been published [60]. Torrefaction is
achieved by slowly heating biomass at low temperatures (200 - 300°C) in a limited
oxygen environment, causing devolatilization and degradation reactions to occur.
Important chemical and physical transformations occur under these conditions that
produce a more hydrophobic, homogeneous, and energy dense solid fuel source [16]. A
typical mass and energy yield resulting from torrefaction is approximately 70-80% and
80-90%, respectively.
The main difference between pyrolysis, gasification, and torrefaction is derived
from their product motivation [38]. Conventional pyrolysis and torrefaction share similar
operating conditions, however, significant differences exist in the application and
composition of the products. Table 1 outlines the typical operating conditions and
product distribution for each thermo-chemical process previously discussed.
Torrefaction is similar to carbonization in that they share the same product motivation –
creating an energy dense solid. However, torrefaction also aims to maximize the energy
and mass yields by minimizing oxygen to carbon (O/C) and hydrogen to carbon (H/C)
ratios. The process parameters of torrefaction also differ from carbonization. Torrefaction
employs low heating rates and relatively low temperatures to drive away only the low
energy dense volatiles and chemically bound water, avoiding carbonization reactions
[64].
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2.3 Torrefaction Overview
Torrefaction is a thermochemical conversion process used to transform biomass into a
solid product with attractive fuel characteristics. Since torrefaction is relatively new in
energy engineering, references contain varying baseline values for reaction time and
temperature. Table 2 lists the proposed torrefaction temperature ranges and references the
research in which these conclusions are found.
Table 2. Torrefaction temperature ranges outlined by various researchers.

At the lower end of the torrefaction temperature range (200 - 230°C), torrefaction
resembles intensive drying due to the relatively limited changes in biomass properties.
Increasing the temperature above 230°C causes devolatilization and degradation reactions
that become increasingly similar to the first stages of pyrolysis [18]. Although
torrefaction is a relatively new process, in terms of bioenergy, it was historically used for
roasting coffee beans to increase their brittleness and flavor. The first reported attempt to
utilize torrefaction as a biomass enhancement process occurred in France during the
1930’s to improve wood properties for application as a gasifier fuel. In the 1980’s, the
first industrial application of torrefaction was developed in France, under the name the
Pechiney process. In this application, torrefied wood was used as a coke substitute for
the production of silicone, and at this same facility, additional pilot plants were built for
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barbeque fuel and firelighter production. Since then, this facility has been dismantled,
and did not gain interest until recently.
Torrefaction gained attention in the bio-energy industry within the last ten years, due
to the enhanced fuel properties of torrefied biomass that resemble those of coal. Most
studies investigate the effects of operation conditions, in a lab scale reactor, on the
combustion characteristics and fuel quality of the solid torrefied biomass [11, 18, 21, 22,
66, 67,20,19].
Research on torrefaction as a pretreatment process for co-firing and other
thermochemical conversion applications has also been published. These studies conclude
that torrefaction is a very promising pretreatment process [51] and that other
thermochemical conversion processes are more efficient after torrefaction [25, 27, 46].
Additionally, if torrefied biomass is pressed into pellets, the handling qualities are also
improved, reducing costs associated with transportation and storage [68].
Although there are many advantages to treating biomass with the torrefaction
process, challenges do arise. Challenges also arise from lack of investment capital and the
inability to produce data on a large enough scale to prove that a product is reliable and
efficient.
2.3.1 Torrefaction Reaction Mechanism
Torrefaction consists of heating, drying, physical and chemical transformation,
and cooling of biomass in separate temperature regimes originally outlined by Bergman
et al. (2005a), and modified by Basu (2013). Figure 7 illustrates a typical torrefaction
process.
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Figure 7. Pathway of biomass particles through a typical torrefaction process.

Non-reactive drying is the first stage of torrefaction, which consists of initial
heating and complete drying. During initial heating the temperature is increased from
ambient to drying temperature (~100°C – 120°C) at a heating rate of < 50°C/min. This
initiates free water evaporation, and allows the biomass temperature to increase before
undergoing the drying procedure. The reactor is held at this temperature during the drying
procedure until all moisture has evaporated, causing the biomass particle to shrink.
Decreasing the moisture content of the raw biomass is necessary to avoid obstruction of
the raw biomass thermal degradation process. This is considered non-reactive drying in
that no chemical changes occur, and the physical changes that did occur can be reversed
upon rewetting [38]. The heat required for initial heating (pre-drying), Qpd, is found by:
[1]
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Where,

mi = the mass of raw biomass,
Cpw = the specific heat of as-received biomass,
T0 = the feed temperature, and
hupd = the heat utilization efficiency factor (accounts for heat lost from
drier).

While the heat required for initial heating is relatively small compared to the entire
process, the heat load for the drying stage is the most energy intensive step. It is written
as:
[2]

Where,

L = the latent heat of vaporization of water at reaction pressure,
Mf = the moisture fraction of the as-received biomass.
Once the biomass particle is sufficiently dry, the temperature is slowly increased

at a rate no higher than 50°C/min until the minimum torrefaction temperature (200°C) is
achieved. During intermediate heating (~120°C – 200°C), the physically bound water is
released and slight mass loss may occur in the form of lightweight organic volatiles.
Lignin begins to soften between 120°C – 150°C, and reactive drying initiates at 160°C
when bound water is removed and the formation of CO2 begins [69]. During reactive
drying, changes in the biomass structure occur that cannot be reversed upon rewetting.
This is due to the breakage of carbon and hydrogen bonds and the depolymerization of
hemicellulose. This stage requires only a small fraction of the total heat and is written as:
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(

Where,

)

[3]

Cpd = the specific heat of the dry biomass,
Tt = the torrefaction temperature, and
hu,pdh = the heat utilization efficiency of the post-drying section.
Biomass is typically kept in the temperature range of 200°C – 300°C for the

torrefaction process, depending on type of biomass feedstock. This temperature regime is
further divided based on reactivity of polymers lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose. The
first regime is 200°C – 250°C, where limited devolatilization and carbonization of
hemicellulose occurs. Most of the inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen, C-C, and C-O
bonds are broken, resulting in the release of condensable liquids and non-condensable
gases [64]. The temperature range of 250°C – 300°C is the second torrefaction
temperature regime. This regime is characterized by extensive decomposition of
hemicellulose and limited devolatilization of cellulose and lignin. At these temperatures,
the cell structure is completely destroyed, forming a brittle, non-fibrous solid, and the
breakage of hydroxyl (-OH) groups increases the hydrophobicity of the biomass. The
heat required for the torrefaction stage is written as:
(
Where,

)

[4]

Hloss = the heat loss to the environment and
Xt = a parameter (kJ/kg) that describes the amount of heat absorbed during
torrefaction.
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In general, torrefaction is mildly exothermic within the torrefaction temperature
range of 250°C – 300°C, therefore the energy fraction required is relatively small
compared to the total energy input [51]. The degree of torrefaction depends on the
reaction temperature and solid residence time. After achieving torrefaction temperature
for the desired amount of time, the solids are cooled to room temperature to avoid
spontaneous combustion. This is an essential step of the torrefaction process due to the
increased reactivity of torrefied biomass in the presence of oxygen [23]. This allows the
torrefied solids to be introduced to the oxygen environment for size reduction and
pelletization. The energy extracted during the cooling stage, Qcool, is written as:
(
Where,

)

[5]

MYdb = the mass yield after torrefaction on a dry basis,
Cpt = the specific heat of torrefied biomass, and
Tp = the temperature of the products leaving the cooling stage.

Energy is extracted in the form of hot air or vaporized liquid during this phase, which can
be partially recovered and utilized for the required drying or pre-heating energy (autothermal operation).
2.3.2 Thermal Degradation Behavior of Ligno-cellulosic Polymers
The fundamental base for understanding the torrefaction mechanism begins with
knowledge of the thermal behavior observed from the three main polymers of lignocellulosic biomass (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin). Investigating the physical and
chemical changes that occur in biomass during torrefaction give insight on the optimum
process conditions required to form the desired products. The changes that occur to the
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polymers at temperatures within the torrefaction range are outlined in Figure 8. The
temperatures at which transitions between the stages occur are biomass specific due to
the varying composition of hemicellulose, the most reactive polymer of ligno-cellulosic
biomass [23].

Figure 8. Physiochemical changes that occur during torrefaction of ligno-cellulosic
biomass (modified version of torrefaction process from [23, 34].

The term “extensive” referring to hemicellulose degradation above 250°C, is
relative to that of cellulose and lignin, meaning that not all of the hemicellulose reacts
during this stage. After the non-reactive drying stage, biomass begins to change color
indicating chemical changes within the structure (reactive drying). As indicated by Figure
8, 250°C is an inflection point during the torrefaction process. When the process is
carried out at temperatures below 250°C, the mass loss is at a minimum due to limited
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devolatilization of hemicellulose. At temperatures above 250°C the mass loss is increased
due to degradation of cellulose and lignin and significant degradation of hemicellulose.
Lignin degradation initiates at lower temperatures than cellulose, but its rate of
degradation is significantly slower than that of cellulose [70]. Figure 9 demonstrates the
thermal behavior of hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin using a thermo-gravimetric
analyzer.

Figure 9. Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) and derivative thermo-gravimetric analysis
(DTG) curves of the three main polymers (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin) found in
herbaceous biomass [18].

The high reactivity of hemicellulose during the torrefaction process is shown in
Figure 9 using the weight loss and the rate of weight loss as a function of temperature,
known as TGA and DTG curves, respectively. A significant decrease in weight and a
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peak mass loss rate occurs at approximately 250°C. Lignin degradation occurs slowly
over a wide range of temperatures, as depicted by the absence of a significant mass loss
peak in Figure 9 (TGA). The main step in cellulose degradation occurs at higher
torrefaction temperatures (~300°C), suggesting that it is the most stable of the three
pseudo-components during torrefaction and accounts for the least amount of mass loss.
Therefore, it can be concluded that hemicellulose is more reactive than lignin, which is
more reactive than cellulose during torrefaction.
2.3.3 Degree of Torrefaction
The degree of torrefaction plays a critical role in determining the quality and
composition of the products, and is defined by reaction temperature and solid residence
time [68]. Temperature has the most significant effect on the degree of torrefaction,
resulting in a decrease in mass and energy yield and a subsequent increase in volatile
yield with increasing temperature [18, 64, 51]. Due to this observation, subcategories
based on the degree of torrefaction are defined– mild (200°C – 240°C), medium (240°C –
260°C), and severe (260°C – 300°C) – and the changes in physiochemical characteristics
of biomass were investigated to provide a guideline for estimating the optimum
torrefaction temperature. This optimum is defined as the temperature in which the desired
product distribution (solid, liquid, & gas yields) and fuel characteristics (energy density,
grindability/densification, and hydrophobicity) are achieved. These subcategory
temperatures refer to the core particle temperature, which is located at the interior of the
particle where torrefaction actually takes place [38]. The improved physiochemical
properties and their corresponding optimum subcategory (or subcategory where a
maximum yield exits) are outlined in Table 3 (Note: The amount of “+” symbols in the
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table quantifies the influence of the degree of torrefaction on the specified characteristic;
the influence increases with increasing amount of “+” symbols).
Although the most energy dense solid results from severe torrefaction, Chen and
Kuo (2010) concluded that due to the increased degradation of cellulose and lignin it is
not a recommended pretreatment for energy applications [35]. Mild torrefaction results in
the highest mass and energy yield of the solids, however, during mild torrefaction the
transportation, storage, and combustion properties are not enhanced to the same degree as
in medium or severe torrefaction. Also, the increase in heating value due to an increase in
the relative amount of fixed carbon is insufficient to counteract the weight loss that
occurs during severe torrefaction. Deng et al. (2009) suggests torrefaction conditions of
250°C for 30 minutes are suitable for energy applications [27]. In this study, longer
reaction times and higher temperatures are expected to obtain similar results, due to the
large reactor capacity and coarse feedstock particle sizes. The initial moisture content
also plays an important role in the overall mass and energy balance of the process. The
energy yield of the biomass torrefied under mild conditions (220°C – 240°C) is
significantly decreased when the initial moisture content is greater than 20%, but no
significant effects were found in more severe torrefaction conditions [18].
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Table 3. Characteristics of torrefaction and solid torrefied biomass under light, medium, and severe torrefaction conditions.
(Note: O/C ratios used in this table were calculated, not determined experimentally).
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Storage and transportation characteristics are enhanced through torrefaction,
showing a trend of increased hydrophobicity, density, and ease of grindability and
densification with increasing torrefaction temperature. Bridgeman et al. (2010) found that
torrefaction temperatures of 290°C for willow and miscanthus were required in order to
obtain grindability characteristics similar to coal [65]. Densification and pelletization are
used after torrefaction to improve energy density and decrease storage and transportation
costs. Gilbert et al. (2009) found that pelletization quality increases with an increase in
lignin content [71]. This enhancement is explained by the increased lignin active sites
opened during torrefaction due to the breakdown of the hemicellulose matrix and
formation of fatty unsaturated structures, making lignin an excellent natural binding agent
[38]. In order for the lignin to act as the binding agent it must be softened by heating to
50°C – 150°C, which suggests that torrefaction and pelletization should be carried out
simultaneously to avoid extra energy requirements [71].
When torrefaction is carried out at torrefaction temperatures in the range of 220°C
– 224°C, the process is generally endothermic, which may decrease its energy efficiency
[51], however temperatures in excess of 300°C can cause significant negative effects due
to lack of kinetic control. At high torrefaction temperatures (>300°C), extensive
devolatilization and carbonization of polymers occurs (lignin content decreases), and tar
formation is initiated (300°C – 325°C), which is undesirable for the torrefaction and
pelletization process [52, 51].
Achieving these aforementioned optimum conditions in a commercial reactor
poses several challenges due complexity of chemical kinetics and heat and mass transfer
limitations that result from inconsistencies in biomass composition, particle sizes, and
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physical properties. Material loss and higher heating values (HHV) vary depending on
the type of biomass under the same torrefaction conditions [22]. Therefore, the Di BlasiLanzetta chemical kinetic mechanism must be coupled with heat and mass transfer
models to predict the results of commercial-scale production, which may result in
different optimum conditions depending on reactor design, biomass type, particle size,
and desired capacity [72].
2.3.4 Torrefaction Kinetics and Heat Transfer
Enhanced biomass properties from torrefaction are investigated using chemical
reaction kinetics. Chemical reaction kinetics refers to the rate of chemical reactions, the
parameters that affect the rates, and the reaction mechanisms. Information on reaction
kinetics for various polymers can be used to study the optimum operating conditions
(time and temperature) and reactor design required for optimum torrefaction. Thus the
reactions that occur during the torrefaction process can be identified and supported by
experimental data. Biomass torrefaction consists of the same decomposition reactions as
the initial pyrolysis stages [73] meaning that kinetic models and general trends used for
pyrolysis can be applied to the torrefaction process. When determining the reaction
kinetics of the biomass, challenges arise from the variation of raw feedstock composition,
leading researchers to investigate the degradation of ligno-cellulosic feedstocks in terms
of the three main polymers (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin). Torrefaction reaction
mechanisms are outlined in Table 4.
The simplest kinetics model applied to torrefaction studies is a one-step global
model with two parameters, kB and EA1. It implies a one-step first order reaction.
Repellin et al. (2010) determined this model accurately modeled the anhydrous weight
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loss of woody biomass (spruce and beech) within the temperature range of 220 – 260°C
[74]. However, Orfao et al. (2009) concluded that this simplistic model did not accurately
describe the weight loss of pure hemicellulose and was not applicable in practical
applications [75].
The Broido-Shafizadeh model was developed to simulate the decomposition of
cellulose. It was concluded that biomass pyrolysis includes competitive decomposition
reactions of cellulose decomposition [104]. This model incorporates the competitive
decomposition pathways of cellulose into volatile tar (T) and the char and light gases (B
+ V) as well as the initiation of the decomposition cellulose. Since this model is typically
only used for cellulose, Rousset et al. (2006) [105], developed a new model that assumes
wood thermal decomposition is a superposition of the thermal decomposition of the three
main ligno-cellulosic polymers (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin). This model uses the
Broido-Shafizadeh model for cellulose decomposition, the Di Blasi-Lanzetta model for
hemicelluloses, while lignin decomposes according to the one-step global reaction.
Repellin et al. (2010) found kinetic parameters for beech and spruce using this model to
simulate torrefaction in a pilot kiln [74].
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Table 4. Torrefaction reaction mechanisms.

Kinetic Model

Temperature

Biomass

Reference

One step Global Model
220°C - 260°C

A

spruce and beech [74]

B+V

KB
Broido - Shafizadeh Model

T

KT

A

KC

220°C - 260°C

spruce and beech

[74]

130°C - 280°C
220°C - 260°C

willow
spruce and beech

[23]
[74]

220°C - 300°C
220°C - 260°C

willow, beech
spruce, beech

[54]
[74]

B+V

Shafizadeh & Chin Model

V

KV

A

KT

T

KB

B

Di Blasi - Lanzetta Model
KV1

A

KB

V1
B

K V2

KB

V2
C

Ratte et al. (2009) and Felfi et al. (2004) determined kinetic parameters for wood
and wood briquettes, respectively, using the Shafizadeh and Chin model [76, 77]. This
model consists of three competitive parallel reactions with three kinetic constants (kV, kT,
and kB) and three activation energies (EV, ET, EB). They found a relatively acceptable fit
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of experimental data to this model in the temperature range of 230°C – 260°C. At
temperatures above 260°C, this model fails to accurately describe the decomposition of
woody biomass, most likely due to the onset of carbonization reactions occurring at
temperatures in excess of 260°C [77]. This kinetic model in conjunction with a model for
heat and mass transfer will provide the most accurate simulation of large-scale
torrefaction experiments.
Extensive studies on torrefaction kinetics have adopted the Di Blasi – Lanzetta
model for woody biomass [53, 74, 54, 78]. Results found using this model lead to the
conclusion that the ideal conditions for maximizing process efficiency (auto-thermal
operation) and improving fuel characteristics of biomass are dependent on the process
conditions (time, temperature, heating rate) and physiochemical characteristics of the
feedstock [54, 48, 70, 53].
Based on the reactivity of the three pseudo-components, several researchers [51,
48, 70, 79] verified that the Di Blasi-Lanzetta model – originally proposed for pure
hemicellulose decomposition – accurately predicts the solid mass loss and volatile
evolution of various biomass feedstocks during torrefaction. In this model, competitive
reactions occur between the formation of volatiles (V1 & V2) and solid product (B & C)
within each step. Bates et al. (2012) described the distinction between each step with the
corresponding reaction time and mass loss [70]. The first step consists mainly of
depolymerization reactions that result in a distorted intermediate solid (B) characterized
by a 16 – 30% mass loss within the first 15 – 60 minutes at temperatures below 250°C.
Mass loss during this stage is primarily due to the decomposition of hemicellulose with
an increasing contribution of cellulose and lignin with increasing temperature. The
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second, slow step takes over 2 hours to complete at temperatures between 250 – 300 C,
and results in an additional 42 – 48% mass loss associated with the decomposition of
cellulose, minor lignin decomposition, and charring of hemicellulose. Reactions that
occur during the second step produce charred biomass and volatiles containing
condensable and non-condensable gases. Results found using this model lead to the
conclusion that the ideal conditions for maximizing process efficiency (auto-thermal
operation) and improving fuel characteristics of biomass are dependent on the process
conditions (time, temperature, heating rate) and physiochemical characteristics of the
feedstock [23, 48, 54, 70].
2.3.5 Torrefaction Technologies
The type of reactor used to perform torrefaction experiments also affects the product
yield and distribution, and the design equations are reactor specific. Torrefaction
technologies are developed based on existing concepts used for other processes such as
drying or some form of pyrolysis [87]. The main reactors that torrefaction technologies
are based on include: batch, fixed bed, moving bed, and microwave reactors. The batch
reactor is normally used exclusively for laboratory scale research to investigate new
processes that have not been fully developed or that are difficult to convert to continuous
operations [80]. These reactors use a fixed amount of feedstock and allow no mass
transfer in or out of the system, resulting in high conversion efficiency. The batch reactor
is associated with variability of products and difficulty of large-scale production [80],
which are both disadvantages that exclude this type of reactor from industrial
development. The other three reactors –fixed bed, moving bed, and microwave – are all
industrially developed reactors.
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Industrial torrefaction reactors are classified into three scales – laboratory, pilot, and
commercial – based on their maximum production capacity. Laboratory scale refers to
reactors that have a production capacity of less than 20 kg biomass/hr. The results from
laboratory scale experiments are used to design pilot and commercial scale reactors.
Extensive research on laboratory scale fixed bed reactors is available due to their
simplicity and potential for large-scale production [81]. Most research focuses on the
compositional changes of biomass via proximate and ultimate analysis and the
distribution of products [18, 82]. Other studies investigated the effect of torrefaction
conditions on the combustion properties of biomass [11, 83] and the enhanced processing
characteristics [84, 65].
Fluidized bed reactors are a type of moving bed reactor, and are also used on the
laboratory scale, as well as in a large number of applications due to the uniform
temperature distribution and high production capacity associated with this type of reactor.
Biomass is placed in the reactor and stays fixed on a grate while hot inert gas flows
through the biomass bed [81]. At a high enough gas velocity, the biomass particles
behave like fluid, resulting in a uniform torrefaction. However, limited torrefaction
research is available on torrefaction in a fluidized bed reactor due to the high initial
investment and cost of equipment maintenance. The same is true for microwave
torrefaction reactors, although few studies exist [84].
Pilot scale reactors are classified as having a production capacity of 20 – 600 kg of
biomass/hr and are developed based on results from laboratory scale analysis. The
reactors developed at this scale are more extensive and include a wider array of moving
bed reactors. The Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) developed two types
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of pilot scale reactors, fixed bed (2005) and screw conveyor (2008). The pilot scale fixed
bed reactor, known as the ECN bath reactor, uses biomass combustion as the heat source
[81]. The 60 – 100 kg biomass/hr capacity screw conveyor developed by the same
company is a type of moving bed reactor that uses a screw auger to move biomass
through the reactor. The biomass is heating by the flue gas produced from biomass
combustion. The moving bed technology has been reported as a very promising reactor
for torrefaction [23]. In this reactor, the screw diameter controls the quality of the
torrefied biomass, creating issues for sizing up this design. Another disadvantage is the
small particle size that is required for optimum operation, and the inability to handle low
bulk density, high moisture content biomass.
Another pilot scale moving bed reactor under development is the rotary kiln
technology, which is similar to the commercial scale pyrolysis reactor. It uses heating
elements (rotary drum) that rotate around the stationary reactor to heat biomass particles
[73]. In this reactor, the quality of the torrefied biomass is controlled by the speed of the
rotary drum. Biomass torrefied in a rotary kiln is a high quality product, however this
reactor cannot handle various particle sizes. There are several other moving bed reactors
on the market and under development, including: rotary drum, multiple hearth furnace,
belt dryer, and compact moving bed reactors [103].
The commercial scale reactors are classified as having a production capacity greater
than 600 kg biomass/hr. The fixed bed reactor technology was enhanced in 2010 by
Integrofuels, who developed a 48,000 tons/yr reactor that produced mass and energy
yields of 70-80% and 90%, respectively [85]. Topell Energy constructed a fluidized bed
torrefaction reactor, known as Torbed technology, with a production capacity of 60,000
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tons/yr [34]. The advantage of this reactor is the short reaction times due to the high heat
transfer efficiency that is caused by the small particle sizes. Other moving bed reactors at
the commercial level include oscillating belt conveyor (Agritech Producer Columbia,
2010), rotary drum (Bio Energy Development North AB (SWE), 2011), and screw
torrefaction (BioLake B.V., 2010). The 50,000 ton/yr oscillating belt conveyor developed
by Agritech Producer Columbia in 2010, known as the Torre-Tech 5.0, operated between
temperatures of 300°C - 400°C for 30 minutes resulting in an 80% energy yield. Two
rotary drum reactors were developed, a 25,000 – 30,000 ton/yr capacity system by Bio
Energy Development North AB (SWE) in 2011, and a 50,000 ton/yr system by
Atmosclear in 2010. In 2010, BioLake B.V. developed a 5,000 – 10,000 ton/yr screw
reactor and in 2012, FoxCoal produced a higher capacity model capable of producing
35,000 ton/yr.
2.4 Product Distribution and Composition
During a typical torrefaction process, the structure of the biomass is transformed into
a brittle, largely hydrophobic solid with increased energy density (on a mass basis) [23].
The energy density increases due to the loss of low-energy condensables (liquids) and
non-condensable volatiles (gases) [12]. Mass reduction due to torrefaction is between
20% - 30% (volatiles) with a moisture content of about 3%, while 80% - 90% of the
energy content is retained [13, 86]. As a result, the torrefied biomass can be milled,
pelletized, transported, and stored more efficiently and economically compared to raw
biomass. Also, a portion of the low weight volatiles released during torrefaction are
combustible gases that can be recycled to aid in heat generation for the process.
The process parameters such as temperature and residence time will vary depending
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on the type of input biomass and experimental apparatus used. In general, the process
temperature range is 200°C – 300°C and reactor residence times are no longer than 60
minutes [88]. If the temperature rises above 300°C, the product becomes more difficult to
pelletize due to the breakdown of lignin [89].
Volatiles with calorific value are not released until the torrefaction stages, and are
comprised of condensable and non-condensable gases. The quantity and quality of these
gases varies depending on feedstock type, initial moisture content, and operation
parameters. Bergman et al. (2005a) outlined the composition of torrefaction products in
their state at room temperature, shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Summary of torrefaction products classified by their state at room temperature [23].

The amount of volatiles released increases with increasing torrefaction temperature,
resulting in a transfer of energy from the solid to gas phase of the products. However, the
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ratio of gaseous to liquid volatiles decreases as the total amount of volatiles increases [18,
16].
2.4.1 Effects of Process Parameters
Reaction temperature plays a significant role in the distribution and composition
of products formed during the torrefaction process. The reaction is highly dependent on
temperature due to unequal activation energies, or competitive reactions between the
solid forming volatiles or torrefied solid [70]. At higher temperatures, the distribution of
products is shifted toward volatile production due to the decomposition of cellulose at
elevated temperatures and the rate of torrefaction reactions increase.
Residence time has less of an influence on the amount and distribution of volatiles
produced during torrefaction experiments [70, 51]. After increasing the residence time
above time required to complete the first step, limited devolatilization is observed.
Therefore, a threshold exists where after this point the fuel characteristics are not
significantly enhanced [51].
2.4.2 Physical Properties of Torrefied Biomass
Biomass characteristics that have negative effects on the overall economics of
biofuel production are enhanced through torrefaction. Of these characteristics, high
moisture content has the most significant effects on both energy yield and production
chain economics. This characteristic not only decreases the heating value, but also
increases the cost of transportation, storage, and size reduction techniques, and poses the
possibility of spontaneous ignition during storage [18]. Therefore, using torrefaction as a
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pre-treatment process produces a relatively hydrophobic solid that can easily be stored
and transported using current technology.
2.4.2-1 Pelletization and Grindability
The structural component of plant-based biomass is cellulose, while the lignin forms
the links that hold the structure together. These compounds found in biomass create
challenges associated with transportation and bulk density. During torrefaction,
hemicellulose is broken down and cellulose is depolymerized resulting in a brittle charlike structure [23]. Due to these reactions the energy required for grinding was reduced
by 10-30% compared to raw biomass [23]. The ability for the torrefied corn stover to stay
pelletized provides estimates on the fibrous composition of the sample. These properties
are important when investigating the feasibility of bio-char as a commercial product that
must be stored, packaged, and transported.
2.4.2-2 Energy Content
The energy content of the torrefaction products is the simplest approach to determine
the viability of the process and experimental apparatus. The end products under energy
investigation are the torrefied solid and the gas fraction of the volatiles released during
torrefaction. Quantifying the energy preserved in these products is of interest for
determining process parameters, energy optimization, and process efficiency.
The goal of torrefaction is to create a usable product with an increased energy density
and enhanced fuel characteristics when compared to raw biomass. Evaluating the higher
heating value of each bio-char and biogas sample under various operating parameters will
determine the ideal time and temperature required for optimum energy content. Previous
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research proves that torrefaction will increase the energy density of the raw corn stover
by releasing heavy volatiles with low calorific values [18, 23]. However, there exists a
maximum temperature at which there are no further improvements to the properties of the
torrefied biomass. One approach to determining this maximum uses energy content
values of the torrefied samples. An energy dense bio-char provides a more efficient
process by reducing high costs of transportation and storage associated with low bulk
density corn stover.
2.4.3 Chemical Properties of Torrefied Corn Stover
2.4.3-1 Elemental Analysis
Elemental analysis refers to the percent composition of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, and oxygen in a sample. The levels of these elements give extensive
information on the storability, energy content, and overall quality of bio-char and raw
biomass. Trends between energy content and percent concentrations of these elements
can aid in the selection of process parameters. The amount of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen present in the initial feedstock effects the calorific value and air required for
combustion [33]. The carbon and nitrogen content also give information on the emissions
released from combusting the feedstock. A quality comparison between torrefied corn
stover and coal using the Van Krevelen diagram will quantify storability and energy
content trends of the bio-char. The diagram plots the concentration ratio of hydrogen to
carbon (hydrogen index) as a function of the oxygen to carbon ratio (oxygen index).
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2.4.3-2 Proximate Analysis
A proximate analysis of each sample gives information on the percentage of
moisture, volatiles, ash, and fixed carbon using a thermo-gravimetric analyzer (TGA).
Analyzing raw corn stover fractions in the TGA will allow for simulation of torrefaction
on a micro-scale and provide specific information on optimum temperatures to avoid
mass loss that is not compensated by an increase in energy content. Performing a
proximate analysis on the initial raw biomass will quantify moisture and ash levels,
which affect the bio-char product yield, composition, and storability. Fixed carbon levels
determined by the TGA provide information on the heat of combustion for each sample;
an increase in fixed carbon results in an increase in the heat of combustion [11].
2.5 Summary of Literature Review
Biomass is a very promising resource for energy production and bio-fuels due to:


The wide array of conversion methods,



Abundance,



Availability, and



Government mandates on ligno-cellulosic bio-fuels production.

Despite the aforementioned advantages, biomass must be upgraded before co-firing or
other thermo-chemical applications. Torrefaction offers a very promising solution for
biomass because it produces a solid with:
o lower ash, sulfur, and nitrogen content,
o increased energy density,
o increased hydrophobicity, and
o lower ratio of volatiles to fixed carbon.
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There are challenges with industrial scale torrefaction, which are mostly associated with
lack of scientific knowledge and data on the process, but also due to the composition of
biomass feedstock.
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Chapter 3. Raw Stover Analysis and Fraction Separation
3.1 Introduction
The quality and composition of torrefied biomass is influenced by the chemical
and physical properties of the raw feedstock under various process parameters (time,
temperature, moisture content, reactor design) [90]. Due to the heterogeneous nature of
biomass, these properties vary between and within feedstocks. For example, corn stover
consists of three main fractions – stalks, leaves/husks, and cobs – that vary in
composition and prevalence in baled stover. Mixed fraction stover exhibits non-uniform
thermal decomposition due to differences in the ligno-cellulosic composition of each
fraction. This explains the discrepancies observed in the higher heating values between
the three, corn stover fractions of both treated and untreated samples. Therefore,
estimating the amount of energy per bale of corn stover is distorted by the varying
amount of fractions present in each bale of stover. On a dry mass basis, a bale of
harvested stover typically contains 15% cobs, 29% husks/leaves, and 56% stalk by
weight [91]. This indicates that the stalk plays an important role in the quality and
composition of the torrefaction products. Microbial degradation occurs in the presence of
moisture, which is the reason for storage issues associated with high moisture levels in
biomass. The moisture content of corn stover during baling is in the range of 20 -40%
[92]. If the stover is stored at this moisture level, microbial degradation is more likely to
occur resulting in high dry matter loss, increased torrefaction expenses, and possible selfheating and/or combustion [11, 13]. A recent study on torrefaction suggests that increased
initial biomass moisture content caused an increase in mass and energy losses [18].
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Moisture content, energy content, and elemental composition were determined for
each raw corn stover fraction. The focus of this study was to identify and effectively
quantify these differences between fractions of raw corn stover. This assessment of raw
samples served as the baseline for estimating energy content of corn stover bales and
post- torrefaction samples. The goal of fraction separation is to predict and numerically
support trends in the mass and energy yields based on the fraction ratios per batch.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Sample Preparation and Separation of Components
In order to determine if there were variations in microbial degradation from
exposure to severe environmental conditions, samples were taken at three different time
lapses from the point of harvest – 1) collected directly from the field shortly before
harvest, 2) collected from baled stover 2 months after harvest, and 3) collected from
baled stover 8 months after harvest. Corn stover was collected from bales located at the
South Dakota State University cattle unit in Brookings, SD. Baled stover sub-samples
were immediately distributed into five storage bins and exposed to air in a conditioned
space for one month, while one sample (~ 3 kg) remained sealed in a 20 gallon plastic
bag to investigate the effect of storage conditions. Six corn stover plants were collected
and separated into the three fractions, then dried separately at 104°C for 72 hours in an
industrial size oven. The moisture content was determined for each fraction of the
standing plant based on the weight before and after drying using Equation 8, and
assuming all mass loss is moisture.
[

(

)

]

[8]
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Where,

mwet = mass of as-received stover fraction
mdry = mass of stover fraction after drying at 104°C for 72 hours

The baled stover sub-samples were hand separated into three fractions (leaves, stalks,
cobs) and the percentage of each fraction was determined based on the total weight of
each batch. Since the leaf and husk fractions have similar characteristics these fractions
were combined into one category for simplicity. The fraction compositions are expressed
as a percentage based on the total sub-sample weight.
3.2.2 Proximate Analysis
A proximate analysis was performed using a PerkinElmer Pyris 1 TGA (thermogravimetric analyzer) for each of the stover fractions (from stover samples collected 8
months after grain harvest) to determine the levels of moisture, volatiles, and solid
residue. Samples were dried in an industrial oven at 104°C for 72 hours. The analysis
consisted of heating the samples from initial temperature to 900°C at a heating rate of
20°C/min and maintained at this temperature for 5 min, similar to the procedures used in
other studies [18, 94, 95]. Nitrogen gas was forced into the system at a flow rate of 20
mL/min in order to maintain an inert atmosphere during analysis. The initial mass loss
observed before 104°C was considered the moisture absorbed in the time between bulk
drying and analysis. Mass evolved between 104°C and 900°C was considered to be the
volatile content of the sample. The solid residue was the remaining portion of the sample
after the heating process. Since levels of moisture and ash affect the bio-char yield,
composition, and storability, an initial assessment of these properties will provide support
for the post-torrefaction property analysis.
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3.2.3 Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate analysis was performed for each stover fraction collected 8 months after
harvest. The percent composition of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen was
determined using a PerkinElmer 2400 Series II CHNS/O Analyzer. Samples were dried
in an industrial oven at 104°C for 72 hours. The levels of these elements give extensive
information on the storability, energy content, and overall quality of bio-char and raw
biomass. Trends between energy content and ratios of these elements can aid in the
selection of operation parameters and reactor design.
3.2.4 Energy Content
The higher heating value of each sample was determined using an IKA C5200
oxygen bomb calorimeter under isothermal conditions. All samples were dried in an
industrial oven at 104°C for 72 hours and finely ground before analysis. Mineral oil was
mixed with the solid samples to ensure that the entire sample was combusted. Each test
was performed until a standard deviation of 0.5 MJ/kg was obtained after at least three
tests.
The elemental composition obtained from the ultimate analysis was also used to
estimate the higher heating value of samples using Equation 7 [96].

(

Where,

⁄

)

C = percentage of carbon in sample
H = percentage of hydrogen in sample
O = percentage of oxygen, calculated (100- C-H-N)

[7]
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3.3 Experimental Results
The distribution of cobs, stalks, and leaves was determined on a mass basis for the
standing plants cut directly from the field, as well as the 23 sub-samples taken from corn
stover bales. Figure 11 compares the distribution of corn stover fractions found from the
standing plants and sample bales to values found in literature.

Figure 11. The distribution of leaves, stalks, and cobs in a standing plant, at the time of
grain harvest, after stover harves, and baled stover sub-samples [91].

The values shown for the standing plant are an average of six different plants
(54.68% leaves, 26.76% stalks, 18.56 cobs), and are comparable to literature for the
distribution of corn stover fractions at time of grain harvest (29% leaves, 56% stalks,
15% cob) [91]. Small sub-samples (0.5 kg) taken from bales of stover are shown as an
average of 23 different samples. The baled stover sub-samples (37.9% leaves, 57.2%
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stalks, 4.86% cobs) are comparable to the distribution values obtained after stover harvest
(47.2% leaves, 49.50% stalks, 3.2% cobs) [91].
The stalk to leaf ratio of the standing plant (1:2) does not coincide with
comparable values found in literature (1.9:1) for distribution at time of grain harvest [91].
Differences in the degree of grain maturity at time of stover collection between the
standing plants and literature could be responsible for this discrepancy. Pordesimo et al.
(2005) reported that the leaf fraction lost 74% of the max-recorded dry matter within 95
days after the point of grain maturity [93]. There is a slight variation between baled
stover sub-samples and published values for fraction distribution after stover harvest.
Different corn stover harvest methods could cause inconsistencies between studies. The
distribution of cobs was consistent with literature in both scenarios.
Two storage methods were investigated to determine appropriate storage
conditions for the corn stover samples. The moisture content was determined for baled
sub-samples stored in plastic bags and those stored in bins open to the environment (both
stored in a conditioned building). The stover samples collected 2 months after grain
harvest show that stover stored in open bins held less moisture than samples stored in
plastic bags (4.48% and 22.58%, respectively). The results provide justification for the
open bin storage method used in this study. The moisture content of each fraction of the
standing plant was also investigated to determine which fractions held the majority of the
total moisture found in corn stover plants. It was found that the stalks carried the most
amount of moisture (41.2%), followed by the cobs (19.2%) and leaves (8%). The high
moisture found in the stalk fraction is most likely due to the sponge like structure of the
stalk’s pith.
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Finding the optimum correlation between energy content and energy yield
requires understanding the torrefaction process by identifying temperatures at which the
most extensive mass loss occurs. After reviewing the literature, it was concluded that to
this author’s knowledge no research has linked the thermal decomposition behaviors for
leaf, stalk, and cob fractions of corn stover to the appropriate torrefaction conditions
required for on-farm applications. The three corn stover fractions were analyzed using a
thermo-gravimetric analyzer (TGA) to determine the percent weight loss, rate of weight
loss, and levels of moisture, volatile and solid refuse upon heating. Figure 12 illustrates
the thermal decomposition of each stover fraction under conditions outlined in section
3.2.1 Proximate Analysis. The DTG curve for each corn stover fraction is shown
separately with the corresponding TG curve in Figure 13(a-d). At least two trials were
performed for each fraction and the graphs represent an average of all trials. The results
are presented in tabular form in Table 5.
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Figure 12. Percent weight loss as a function of temperature (TG curve) for stalk, leaf, and
cob fractions.
Table 5. TGA and DTG results for leaf, stalk, cob, and mixed fraction samples.
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Figure 13. TG and DTG curves for a) leaf, b) stalk, c) cob, and d) mixed fraction samples.
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The TGA and DTG curves depict two definite stages under the imposed
conditions – drying and devolatilization. The initial weight loss below 104°C was
considered the drying phase where moisture absorbed by the sample during storage was
released, causing a slight decrease in weight. Moisture content was found to be 5.76%,
5.04%, and 4.77% for leaves, stalks, and cobs, respectively. A mixed fraction sample
analyzed under the same conditions contained 5.6% moisture. The relatively flat region
between 135°C - 155°C indicates most of the moisture was removed. Slight mass loss
occurs between the temperatures of 155°C - 200°C, caused by slow depolymerization of
the samples [95], which initiates the devolatilization stage. The significant mass loss
above 300°C indicate the occurrence of complex chemical reactions. The differences in
thermal degradation behavior observed for each of the fractions is most likely due to
differences in ligno-cellulosic composition, shown in Table 6 for each fraction. LignoTable 6. Ligno-cellulosic composition of corn stover fractions along with percentage of
extractives, ash, and other inorganic compounds [42].
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cellulosic composition is linked to differences in thermal degradation behavior between
fractions, as discussed in section 2.3.2 (Figure 9).
The most apparent differences were observed in the DTG curves displaying the
temperatures at which the most intense mass loss occurred (Figure 13). Recent studies
[35,97] concluded that each polymer can be quantitatively identified by weight loss peaks
in DTG curves of biomass samples. The weight loss kinetics for each corn stover fraction
was compared to the thermal decomposition of ligno-cellulosic polymers under the same
conditions [35, 97]. Within the temperature range of 100 to 260°C, hemicellulose is
chemically most active, but its major degradation starts above 200°C and remains reactive
until 350°C [100]. Cellulose degrades at a higher temperature (275°C), but its major
degradation occurs within a narrow temperature range of 270 to 350°C [10]. Lignin
degrades gradually over the temperature range of 250 to 500°C, though it starts softening
in the temperature range of 80 to 90°C [98].
The leaf fraction (Figure 13a) exhibits mass loss peaks at 314°C and 356°C,
indicating the decomposition of hemicellulose and cellulose, respectively. Similar results
were observed in the cob fraction (Figure 13c), with hemicellulose and cellulose
decomposition peaks at 313°C and 354°C, respectively. Although the temperatures at
which the polymers decomposed were similar in both fractions, the intensities of the
peaks were different, as shown by the shape of each DTG curve. This is directly related
to the amount of hemicellulose and cellulose contained in the fraction; cobs contain more
hemicellulose, which results in a more intense and distinct peak at 313°C. The TG/DTG
curve for the stalk fraction (Figure 13b) shows two mass loss peaks before 300°C. These
two peaks are most likely both hemicellulose decomposition that were separated due to
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heterogeneity of the sample. In this study, the stalk shell and stalk pith were not
separated, and studies have shown that thermal decomposition characteristics of each
fraction are different [18]. The significant mass loss at 343°C for the stalk fraction is
most likely cellulose, while lignin does not exhibit a peak due to steady depolymerization
over a wide temperature range.
Significant mass loss occurred upon heating the cob and leaf fraction slightly
above 300°C. The cob and leaf fractions have similar ratios of the three main lignocellulosic polymers, which is most likely the reason for their similar thermal degradation
behavior. The cob samples exhibited a double mass loss peak at 313°C and 354°C,
representing the decomposition of hemicellulose and cellulose, respectively.
All three fractions exhibit the most significant mass loss upon heating above
300°C, and produced similar levels of volatiles. The temperature at which the significant
mass loss occurs is an indication of a maximum threshold temperature for increasing
energy density without compromising energy yield.
The energy density of each sample was determined using elemental analysis and
compared to results obtained in the IKA oxygen bomb calorimeter. Table 7 lists the
elemental composition (%wt. of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen) and the
corresponding standard deviation for each corn stover fraction. The oxygen and hydrogen
to carbon ratios, as well as the higher heating values (Equation 7) were calculated from
the average percentage of each element after at least two trials. The calculated higher
heating values were slightly higher than the results obtained via bomb calorimeter
experiments, but both methods exhibited similar trends between stover fractions. Leaves
contained the least amount of carbon, which corresponded to the lowest higher heating
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value between the three fractions. The calculated HHV was assumed to be the
approximate value for percent error calculations. An 8% error was found between the
calculated and experimental HHV for stalks, while the leaf and cob fractions were only
6% and 1% different, respectively. This indicates that caution should be practiced when
comparing bomb calorimeter HHVs to those calculated from elemental composition.
Overall, the cob contains the highest calorific value, and lowest O/C and H/C ratios
compared to the other corn stover fractions. Alternatively, leaves contained the lowest
HHV and highest O/C and H/C ratios.
Table 7. Elemental analysis of stover fractions with calculated higher heating values, O/C
ratios, H/C ratios, and bomb calorimeter results.

Corn stover harvest date and storage method influenced the initial feedstock
quality before torrefaction. The stalk fraction obtained from the standing corn stover
plant contained the highest moisture level, which was 72.8% and 135% different than the
cob and leaf fractions, respectively. Therefore, mixed fraction stover contains varying
levels of moisture due to the ratio of fractions. Physical and chemical differences exist
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between corn stover fractions depending on the structure and lingo-cellulosic
composition of each fraction, which cause fractions to exhibit different thermal
decomposition profiles. These differences are important considerations when designing
the operation conditions for a robust torrefaction system that utilizes mixed component
stover, such as on-farm applications.
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Chapter 4. Effects of Time and Temperature on the Physical Properties
of Corn Stover
4.1 Introduction
The most investigated operation parameters of torrefaction include reaction time and
temperature, moisture content, chemical composition and surface area of the biomass
[18]. Research shows that of these parameters, torrefaction temperature and to a lesser
extent, residence time, have the most significant effect on the physical and chemical
composition of the end products [18]. Thermo-chemical reactions of torrefaction occur at
different temperatures and residence times meaning that the quantity and composition of
the product strongly depends on the initial characteristics and imposed conditions [90].
The approach to optimizing reactors depends on the desired product output and
composition, which are both directly affected by the imposed torrefaction conditions
(time, temperature, heating rate), reactor design, and feedstock type. Agar & Wihersaari
(2012) and Bergman et al. (2005) suggest that the most efficient conditions for
torrefaction occur when the energy requirements for drying and torrefaction are fully met
by the volatiles produced during the process, which is known as auto-thermal operation
[23, 98]. Other research evaluates ideal conditions based on maximizing energy yield of
the solid product or obtaining bio-char properties similar to coal [24, 22].
The following approach was taken to validate the optimum time and temperature for
torrefaction and quantify benefits of using the torrefaction process as a biomass pretreatment process. The residence time of the samples at nominal torrefaction
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temperatures of 235°C, 280°C, 300°C, and 320°C was varied between 30 and 90 minutes
at increments of 30 minutes with a heating rate of <10°C/min. The slow heating rate is
required to heat the core of the biomass particle up to the torrefaction temperature and
reduce intra-particle temperature gradients. This study focuses on identifying trends
between various reaction time and temperature combinations based on the mass and
energy yields. Also, this study hypothesizes that both solid residence time and reactor
temperature will play a critical role in the energy content and mass yield. This study also
hypothesizes that reactions will be longer and temperatures will be slightly higher to
accommodate the large batch sizes.
4.2 Methods and Materials
4.2.1 Sample Preparation
Corn stover samples were collected on October 17th, 2013 from bales of corn
stover located at the South Dakota State University cattle unit. All samples were dried in
a large oven at 104°C for 72 hours, distributed in plastic bins and stored in a controlled
environment until torrefaction experiments were conducted. Before each experiment,
approximately 0.5 kg batches were separated by fraction into stalks, leaves, and cobs, and
the percentage of each was determined on a mass basis. The stover was coarsely chopped
resulting in characteristic lengths ranging from 0.64 – 3.18 cm (0.25 – 1.25 in.) and
particle surface areas ranging from 0.5 – 2.4 cm2 (0.25 – 1 in2). After torrefaction,
batches were vacuumed out of the reactor, weighed, and placed in sealable plastic bags to
avoid contamination. These samples were then milled into a fine powder for further
analysis.
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4.2.2 Apparatus
Experiments were conducted in a 46.3 L static batch reactor measuring 0.127 m
(5 in.) in diameter with a height of 0.9144 m (3 ft). The feedstock was heated from within
the reactor walls by electrical heating elements enclosed in a thin sheet of metal that
acted as a barrier between the heat source and the feedstock. Figure 14 illustrates the
placement of the heating elements, their enclosure, and the thermo-probe used to control
the reactor temperature and Figure 15 shows an inside view of an actual reactor used in
this study.
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Figure 14. Top view schematic of reactor, showing heating elements and thermo-probe
arrangement.
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Figure 15. Inside view of torrefaction reactor used in this study, showing position of
heating elements.

The capacity of each reactor is approximately 3 kg of biomass, depending on the
density.In this study, only one reactor was employed and operated at roughly 1/6 of the
single reactor capacity,using 0.5 kg batches of coarsely chopped corn stover. The fill
level of the reactor was chosen such that the sample would adequately cover the thermoprobe used to control the temperature of the reactor. The complete torrefaction system
used in this study is depicted in Figure 16.
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The temperature control system maintained the specified set-point temperature
within +/- 5°C. In general, the reactor temperature never reached the set point
temperature and maintained a temperature within -5°C of the set point. The primary set
point temperatures investigated within the reactor ranged from 280 – 320°C, while the
operating times ranged from 30-90 minutes. Temperatures in excess of 300°C were used
to investigate torrefaction requirements for large batches of relatively unprocessed corn
stover.

Figure 16. Torrefaction system capable of condensing, filtering, and storing torrefaction
volatiles.

4.2.3 Visual Classification of Torrefied Biomass
Color change in the biomass samples is a good indicator of the chemical changes
that occur within the cell structure during torrefaction [64]. An increase in reaction
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temperature causes chemical changes within the biomass, and a subsequent color change
between untreated and torrefied biomass. At low temperatures and residence times,
biomass becomes slightly darker due to drying. Under severe conditions biomass turns
nearly black due to intense chemical changes within the cell structure. Although color
change is biomass specific, it can be a quick indicator of the degree of torrefaction.
4.2.4 Mass and Energy Yield
The mass yield refers to the amount of original biomass remaining in the torrefied
product [38]. Since the physically bound water and inorganic material (ash) found in the
original biomass carry no chemical energy, they are typically excluded from the overall
mass yield using Equation 8.
[8]
Almeida et al. (2010) used results from eucalyptus torrefaction to conclude that mass loss
can be used as a quantitative indicator for the degree of torrefaction [99]. It was assumed
that the solid mass loss was equivalent to the amount of volatiles produced during each
experiment. After each torrefaction experiment, the weight of each sample was
determined in order to calculate the mass yield according to Equation 8. The energy
content was determined using an IKA oxygen bomb calorimeter. Samples were prepared
as outlined in Section 3.2.4. The energy content was then used in Equation 9 for energy
yield determination.

(

Where,

) (

)

= mass of the torrefied sample on a dry basis (kg)

[9]
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= mass of the initial sample on a dry basis (kg)
= higher heating value of the torrefied sample (MJ/kg)
= higher heating value of the initial sample (MJ/kg)
4.3 Experimental Results
Visual inspection of the torrefied samples indicates that the particle size of the
biomass is a key factor in determining optimum operating conditions due to heat transfer
properties of the feedstock. Figure 17 depicts the variation in color of corn stover
particles after torrefaction experiments performed at South Dakota State University.
Higher temperatures were required to obtain results similar to lab-scale experiments [18,
95, 35, 33] due to larger particle sizes and the bulk handling of biomass associated with
commercial-type reactor design. Since the reactor used in this study had no mechanism
for mixing during the torrefaction experiments, heat transfer was not uniform within the
reactor.
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Figure 17. Images of corn stover after undergoing selected torrefaction conditions. (NOTE:
Torrefaction temperatures were increased for testing at SDSU to resemble characteristics
similar to medium torrefaction in other studies).

The uneven charring of stover particles was caused by the proximity of the particle to the
heating elements, and the type of particle (i.e. leaf, stalk, cob). Particles in close
proximity to the heating elements may have a localized temperature higher than the set
point, resulting in a higher degree of torrefaction; whereas a particle located in a lower
temperature region of the reactor (compared to set point temperature) may have a lower
degree of torrefaction. Additionally, corn stover particles torrefy at different rates based
on their individual size and fraction type. The stover fractions (leaf, stalk, cob) typically
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have different ratios of ligno-cellulosic polymers (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin),
which translates into different reaction rates for each particle. Due to the gradient of
charring found in the sample after torrefaction, each batch was finely ground and well
mixed in an attempt to obtain a representative sample for further analysis.
The large capacity of the reactor and unknown chemical reactions led to
challenges in controlling the reactor temperature. In order to normalize each test, a
standard procedure for determining reaction time and temperature was established in
terms of the reaction zones defined in Section 2.3.1. A range of +/- 5°C was used as the
standard for determining the amount of time the reaction was held at the set-point
temperature. The reaction time started when the reactor temperature reached 200°C and
finished when it fell below this temperature. The highest temperature reached in the
reactor was also reported.
The quality of torrefied biomass for energetic use is expressed in terms of the
mass yield, energy density (higher heating value), and energy yield [38]. Each batch was
weighed before and after torrefaction in order to calculate the mass yield using Equation
8. The mass yields are listed in Table 8 and Table 9, along with the operation conditions
from each experiment. The operation conditions were investigated by dividing the
reaction time into temperature stages that were expected to have a significant effect on
the results. Reactive drying occurs around 160C [23, 34], making the residence time
below 200C an important temperature stage, along with the residence time between
100C and 200C. Residence time at temperatures above 300C was also important due
to the significant lignin decomposition that occurs at these temperatures. The total
residence time above 200C was also considered since this temperature is considered to
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be the onset of torrefaction, meaning that important reactions begin to occur at
temperatures above 200C.
The energy density was determined via bomb calorimetry and the energy yield
was calculated using Equation 9. In order to determine the initial energy content of each
batch, the energy value of each raw fraction was used with the corresponding percent
contribution to the specific batch. The initial energy density, torrefied energy density, and
energy yields are shown in Table 10. The results from each experiment performed in this
study were consistent with typical mass and energy yield values (70 – 80% and 80 –
90%, respectively) obtained from micro-scale experiments that used lower temperatures
and shorter residence times.
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Table 8. Time lapsed in each temperature stage for each experiment with the respective mass yields.
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Table 9. Operating conditions for each experiment, residence time below 200C, above 200C, 250C, and 300C, with the corresponding
mass yield.

Studies suggest that temperature has the most influence on the torrefaction
products and as the temperature increases, the mass yield of the solid product decreases
[18,19]. An unexpected mass yield was obtained for the Q7 sample. Although the sample
was torrefied at the highest temperature used in this study, it was only maintained for
approximately 15 minutes. Samples with similar set point temperatures (Q6 and Q4)
maintained this temperature for 52 minutes and 98 minutes, respectively, and exhibited
less mass loss than the Q7 sample. The high mass loss exhibited by the Q7 sample is
partially caused by weight measurement errors either before or after torrefaction. The
high peak reactor temperature of Q7 (329°C) and time spent below 200°C (33 min) could
also be responsible for the high mass loss. In addition, Q7 spent the most time (compared
to Q6 and Q4) between 100°C - 200°C, which is important because reactive drying
begins in this region – around 160°C [38]. The table also shows that samples torrefied at
305°C for 93 minutes (Q2), 320°C for 52 minutes (Q6), and 315°C for 98 minutes (Q4)
all exhibited similar mass yields. However, the difference between these experiments is
the time spent in the temperature range below 200°C. A trend is then identified in that
increasing the amount of time spent at T < 200°C increases the overall mass loss. This is
most likely an effect of allowing the biomass to reach the set point temperature by
decreasing the heating rate.
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Table 10. Initial energy density, torrefied energy density, and energy yield for each
experiment with the corresponding operating conditions.

Similar trends were observed in the energy yield for each experiment. As the
temperature increased, the energy yield decreased. However, an opposite trend was
observed for the energy density. It was also observed that increasing the temperature
above 300°C for an extensive amount of time is not beneficial for optimizing the energy
yield.
The mass yield, energy density, and energy yield are the three main parameters
for determining the quality of the bio-char. Therefore, the optimum conditions for each of
these parameters were determined based on the experimental results found in this study.
Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13 list the top five experimental operating conditions for
maximum mass yield, energy density, and energy yield, respectively. Only samples that
exhibited typical torrefaction mass and energy yields (70-80% and 80-90%, respectively)
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were considered for this optimum to ensure that other physical characteristics were
consistent with torrefied biomass (i.e. hydrophobicity).

Table 11. Top 5 operating conditions for maximizing mass yield.

The mass yields shown in Table 11 illustrate the trend of decreasing mass yield
with increasing temperature. Residence time is less significant in determining the mass
yield, however, it was noticed in samples F3 and Q1 (where the operating setpoint
temperatures were the same) that residence time contributed to the determining factor.
Additionally, Q1 spent more time at temperatures below 200°C, resulting in more mass
loss due to increased temperature of biomass before the onset of torrefaction reactions.
Also, Q1 spent more total time above 200°C than F3, also resulting in a higher mass loss
for Q1.
Table 12. Top 5 operating conditions for maximizing energy density.
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The energy density values in Table 12 depict the trend that as the operating
conditions become more severe the energy density increases. Residence time is also less
significant than temperature, however the time spent at temperatures above 300°C and
below 200°C played an important role in the resulting energy density. Q2 had the highest
energy density while it spent the most time below 200°C and the second most time above
300°C, despite its lower set-point temperature compared to the other samples in the table.
The three samples at a set-point temperature of 320°C had relatively similar energy
density values despite the differences in residence time.The energy yields shown in Table
13 depict the trend that increasing the severity of the torrefaction conditions causes a
Table 13. Top 5 operating conditions for maximizing energy yield.

decrease in the energy yield. Although the Q5 sample was torrefied at the lowest peak
reactor temperature, it was torrefied for the longest period of time, resulting in an energy
yield similar to samples torrefied at higher temperatures for shorter periods of time. The
N2 sample was torrefied at a lower temperature than the F2 sample, but resulted in a
similar mass yield. This indicates that no significant mass loss occurs between 280°C and
240°C in this study. It was noticed that the F1 and F3 samples appear on the top five
tables for both mass and energy yield, indicating that the conditions at which these
samples were torrefied could be a potential optimum.
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The mass yield as a function of peak reactor temperature for reaction time
categories of 150 min., 115 min., 90 min., and 75 min. is shown in Figure 19. The
influence of reaction time on the mass yield is depicted in Figure 18 at set point reaction
temperatures of 280°C, 300°C, and 320°C.The reactor temperature had a greater effect on
the mass yield than the reaction time, depicted by the significant decrease in mass loss
that occurred above 280°C (Figure 19) that does not exist for any reaction time (Figure
18).
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Figure 18. Mass yield as a function of residence time (time lapsed at T > 200°C) for set-point
temperatures of 280°C, 300°C, and 320°C.
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Figure 19. Mass yield as a function of peak reactor temperature for 150, 115, 90, and 75
minutes at T > 200°C.

The influence of time and temperature on the energy yield for each experiment was also
investigated. The energy yield as a function of the peak reactor temperature was plotted
in Figure 20, while the influence of reaction time was plotted in Figure 21. The same time
and temperature categories from the mass yield analysis were used for the energy
analysis. The results from this study show that as the torrefaction time and temperature
increase (increase degree of torrefaction), the energy density is increased. That is not to
say though that the energy yield increases. The energy yield is dependent on the mass
yield and the energy density, and decreases with increasing degree of torrefaction,
however, as this decrease in energy yield occurs, the fuel characteristics of the torrefied
biomass are enhanced.
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Figure 20. Energy yield as a function of peak reactor temperature for residence times of 150,
115, 90, and 75 minutes.
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Figure 21. Energy yield as a function of residence time at temperatures of 280°C, 300°C,
and 320°C.
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Considering the temperature profiles for each experiment provides an explanation
for inconsistencies found in mass and energy yield trends between this study and
published literature. Peak reaction temperature had the largest impact on the end products
of torrefaction, as discussed in literature, however, the reaction time also influenced the
mass and energy yields, but to a lesser extent. Non-uniform torrefaction occurred during
experiments mainly due to reactor design, but also due to differences in the fraction
composition and their corresponding thermal decomposition behavior.
An initial assessment of the chemical characteristics for the torrefied biomass
under two different operation conditions was performed and compared to the results of
the raw feedstock. Torrefaction experiments were performed at 265°C for 30 minutes and
305°C for 2 hours to simulate medium and severe torrefaction, respectively. Thermogravimetric analysis and elemental analysis were conducted on each sample as described
in section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively. It was found that the mass loss peaks shifted to
higher temperatures when the severity of the torrefaction conditions increased. Figure 22
shows the difference in mass loss behaviors as a function of temperature for each of the
samples. The severe torrefaction sample displayed a gradual slope that showed no
significant point of mass loss. The medium torrefaction and raw sample displayed similar
curves, however, more significant mass loss was observed for the raw sample. The
amount of volatiles evolved during the TGA experiments decreased as the severity of
torrefaction increased. The solid remaining after TG analysis (Section 3.2.2) in the
medium torrefied sample was found to be 21.5% of the initial weight, while the severe
torrefied sample had 62.79% of the initial weight remaining. This means that the severe
conditions yield a higher conversion during torrefaction than the medium conditions, and
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therefore there is relatively more solid residue in the severe torrefaction sample that
cannot be converted during TG experiments.

Figure 22. Percent weight loss as a function of temperature (TG curve) for raw, medium,
and severe torrefaction.

The elemental analysis showed that the O/C and H/C ratios decreased as the
torrefaction conditions became more severe. The raw samples had an O/C ratio of 0.91,
using the percent oxygen that was experimentally determined, which decreased to 0.81
for the medium torrefaction sample and 0.29 for the severe torrefaction sample. This
means that the relative amount of carbon increased due to the release of compounds rich
in oxygen and hydrogen. This also shows that torrefied biomass exhibits chemical
characteristics and energy values comparable with that of lignite, which is consistent with
other research [21].
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Future Applications
5.1 Conclusions
The research presented in this thesis investigated 1) the thermal decomposition
behavior of individual corn stover fractions (leaf, stalk, cob), and 2) the appropriate
torrefaction conditions for large batches of coarsely chopped corn stover. The torrefied
product is influenced by the imposed torrefaction conditions as well as the initial
feedstock properties. Thermo-gravimetric analysis of individual fractions was compared
to the thermal decomposition of pure cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin under the same
conditions. It was found that the mass loss peaks from DTG curves of individual fractions
represented hemicellulose and cellulose depolymerization. The temperatures at which the
peaks occurred for the stalk fraction differed from the cob and leaf fraction, indicating a
difference in ligno-cellulosic composition and torrefaction requirements.
The torrefaction experiments were performed at different reaction time and
temperature combinations to investigate the influence on mass and energy yields. It was
found that longer reaction times and higher torrefaction temperatures were required to
produce mass and energy yields similar to lab-scale torrefaction experiments. In general,
the results from each experiment were consistent with typical mass and energy yield
values (70 – 80% and 80 – 90%, respectively) obtained from micro-scale experiments.
Variations in the degree of torrefaction occurred within the large bulk batches, depending
on the particle’s proximity to the heating elements, fraction type, and particle surface
area. In this study, shorter reaction times at higher temperatures produced similar results
to the experiments performed at lower temperatures and longer reaction times. An
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optimum was found for each of the three parameters used to define the quality of the
torrefied solid – mass yield, energy density, and energy yield. In this study, 220°C for 44
minutes (C1 – nominal setpoint 220°C for 60 minutes) retained the most mass, meaning it
had the highest mass yield and also the highest energy yield. However, the highest energy
density was found at 305°C for 93 minutes (Q2 – nominal setpoint 300°C for 120
minutes). The C1 sample was not considered as a study optimum due to mass and energy
yield values that did not coincide with typical torrefaction values. Therefore, the optimum
was only considered in samples that had a mass and energy yield similar to typical
torrefaction conditions. In summary, the following operation conditions were found to be
an optimum in this study:


Torrefaction temperature: 280C – 300C



Set-point residence time: 60-90 minutes

The time at T < 200°C is significant and was found to impact the results to a lesser
degree than the torrefaction temperature and residence time.
After reviewing the literature, it was concluded that to this author’s knowledge no
research has linked the thermal decomposition behaviors for leaf, stalk, and cob fractions
of corn stover to the appropriate torrefaction conditions required for on-farm applications.
The results of this study are valuable for the design and optimization of an on-farm
torrefaction system that utilizes minimally processed biomass at a high production
capacity. Corn stover harvest method influences the ratio of fractions collected and
therefore varies the required torrefaction conditions. The differences in physical and
chemical properties of individual stover fractions identified in this study must be
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considered in for the design of a robust on-farm torrefaction system that can
accommodate large quantities of highly heterogeneous biomass.
5.2 Future Work
The results from this study provide an initial assessment of corn stover torrefaction
for on-farm applications. Several future studies are proposed in the following content that
would enhance the present work:


Employ an effective chemical kinetic model in conjunction with heat and mass
transfer characteristics of biomass and reactor,



Expanded analysis of the effects of the corn stover component fraction (leaves,
stalk, cobs) distribution on the mass and energy yields from torrefaction,



Investigate the specific effects from reactions occurring in each of the proposed
reactor zones,



Use pilot-scale reactor to validate results,



Other supporting studies such as:
o Bulk material effects to torrefaction in prototype commercial
system
o Stover initial MC and biological degradation effects
o Gas properties vs. torrefaction conditions for heating
o Grindability properties vs. torrefaction conditions
o Scalability/geometry effects of torrefaction reaction chamber and
system
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